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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a connected semisimple Lie group with finite center, Fc  G a 
discrete subgroup such that F\G is compact, and F a finite dimensional G- 
module. In this paper, I shall present a new proof of a recent vanishing 
theorem of Borel and Wallach [6] and Zuckerman [34], about the 
cohomology groups of F with coefficients in F. The proof is based on 
vanishing theorems for the rt-cohomology groups of Harish-Chandra 
modules and of modules in the category ~ of Bernstein et al. [3]. These 
results have other applications, which will be taken up elsewhere. 
I shall begin with a statement of the main theorem. Once and for all, I fix 
a maximal compact subgroup K c G. Then F acts properly discontinuously 
on the symmetric space G/K. The G-module F gives rise to a bundle 
F Xr G/K -4 F\G/K, (1.I) 
whose sheaf of germs of constant sections I denote by J - .  Since G/K can be 
contracted to a point, the Eilenberg-McLane cohomology groups of F with 
values in F are naturally isomorphic to the sheaf cohomology groups of~' - :  
Hk(F~ F) ~-- Hk(F\ G/K, ~-). (1.2) 
Via the Hodge theorem, 1 the kth sheaf cohomology group of ~ may be 
identified with the space of F-invariant, F-valued harmonic k-forms on G/K, 
Hk(F\ G/K, ~Y-) ~ ~f~( G/K, F). (1.3) 
Supported inpart by NSF Grant MCS 7608218. 
I Since F is allowed to contain elliptic elements, the quotient F\G/K need not be a 
manifold. It is a V-manifold, however, and the Hodge theorem still applies in this wider 
context [1 ]. 
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Regardless of the particular nature of F, ~fk(G/K, F) contains at least 
~f~(G/K, F), i.e., the space of G-invariant harmonic k-forms. For purely 
formal reasons, Jfko(G/K, F) can also be described as the kth relative Lie 
algebra cohomology group of F, with respect to the complexified Lie 
algebras of G and K; thus 
Hk(g, t; F) ~ Hk(F, F). (1.4) 
The theorem of Borel and Wallach and Zuckerman asserts that (1.4) is an 
isomorphism for all k below the rank of G/K, under one additional 
hypothesis: I shall say that/" lies in G in general position if it projects onto a 
dense subgroup in every quotient of G by one of its simple factors; this 
condition becomes vacuous when G is simple. 
(1.5) THEOREM [6, 34]. I f  F lies in G general position, 
H~(r, F) "~ Hk(g, t; F), 
for 0 <~ k < rkG/K. 
Before I discuss the strategy of the proof and compare it to that of Borel 
and Wallach and Zuckerman, I shall briefly comment on certain aspects of 
the theorem. 
Although Theorem 1.5 applies uniformly to any F, it is instructive to 
consider two separate ases. If F is irreducible and nontrivial, the (~, t)- 
cohomology groups of F vanish identically, 2 so that 
Hk(F, F) = 0, 0 ~< k < rkG/K. (1.6) 
Whenever the highest weight of F lies far enough away from all root hyper- 
planes, statement (1.6) can be sharpened considerably [29], a fact which can 
also be deduced from the arguments of this paper. Perhaps surprisingly at 
first glance, the proof of (1.5) becomes most delicate for the trivial G-module 
F = C. In this situation, one may identify 
Hk(g, t; C) = C) 
with the space of harmonic k-forms--which are automatically invariant--on 
the compact symmetric space U/K dual to G/K, and thus in turn with the 
kth complex cohomology group of U/K [5]. In particular, the 
homomorphism (1.4) has a geometric interpretation: 
Hk(U/K, C) ~ Hk(F\G/K, C). (1.7) 
According to Theorem 1.5, this is an isomorphism if 0 ~< k < rkG/K. 
2 This follows from Whitehead's theorem [17]; of. Lemma 3.3, below. 
607/41/1-6 
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The study of the harmonic spaces JU~(G/K, F) goes back to Matsushima 
and Murakami [23]. A number of partial results in the direction of the 
theorem were proven by Matsushima, Murakami and Raghunathan 
[21-24, 29], by means of curvature stimates. Matsushima [22] also gave a 
representation theoretic interpretation of the harmonic spaces ,~r(G/K, F), 
which in effect reduces Theorem 1.5 to a vanishing theorem for certain 
relative Lie algebra cohomology groups 
Hk(9, ~; V,~,o @F) (1.8) 
attached to infinite dimensional, irreducible, unitary representations ~r of G. 
From this point of view, the differential geometric estimates of [21-24, 29] 
amount o estimates for the infinitesimal action of the Lie algebra g in an 
irreducible, unitary representation ~. A quite different approach to the 
vanishing theorem is due to Kazhdan [19], who deduced the vanishing of 
cohomology in dimension one--as well as other, related results--from 
properties of the unitary dual of G. Although these arguments do not carry 
over to the higher cohomology groups, they inspired later attempts to prove 
vanishing theorems by global representation theoretic methods. 
As was remarked already, Theorem 1.5 can be reduced to a vanishing 
theorem for the Lie algebra cohomology groups (1.8). Borel and Wallach 
and Zuckerman--whose proofs are virtually identical--use Langlands' 
classification and a fairly elaborate induction procedure to relate these 
cohomology groups to analogously defined cohomology groups attached to 
discrete series representations of various subgroups of G. In the case of the 
discrete series, they deduce the appropriate coh0mological statement from 
known properties of the K-decomposition. Since Langlands' classification 
does not characterize unitary representations, the induction procedure takes 
place within the larger class of all irreducible, admissible representations. 
The one crucial property of unitary representations, a ide from some obvious 
exceptions, is the fact that their matrix coefficients vanish at infinity [16]. 
The arguments of this paper also deduce a vanishing theorem for the 
cohomology groups (1.8) from the decay of the matrix coefficients of n at 
infinity, but they rely neither on Langlands' classification not on a 
knowledge of the discrete series. The main ingredients are 
(a) a relation between the (g, [)-cohomology groups (1.8) and the n- 
homology groups of the Harish-Chandra module V~, 0 (n = complexified Lie 
algebra of a maximal unipotent subgroup of G); 
(b) a correspondence V~ I A"1, which assigns a module V ~"j in the 
category c~ (or in a slightly larger category) to each Harish-Chandra module 
V, such that the n-cohomology groups of I A"1 are dual to the n-homology 
groups of V (Casselman [8]); 
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(c) a vanishing theorem for the category c~, which describes how 
certain restrictions on the 0th n-cohomology group influence the higher n- 
cohomology groups; and 
(d) an algebraic interpretation, i  terms of the 0th n-homology group, 
of the growth behavior of matrix coefficients of irreducible, admissible 
representations (Mili6id[26]). 
These four results tie the vanishing of the cohomology groups (1.8) 
directly to the behavior at infinity of the matrix coefficients of re. 
Since this paper was written, it has become apparent that Theorem 1.5 can 
be strengthened, by purely infinitesimal methods. If 7r is an irreducible 
unitary representation, the relative Lie algebra cohomology groups (1.8) can 
be computed in terms of the K-decomposition of zr. Concretely, 
Hk(g, ~; H,,o @ F) ~-- HomK (Ak (g/t), V~.o ® F), 
provided the Casimir operator acts by the Same constant on the represen- 
tation spaces V~, 0 and F; otherwise all the cohomology groups (1.8) vanish 
(Matsushima [22]; cf. Section 2, below). For unitary representations ~r on 
which the Casimir operator acts trivially, Kumaresan (preprint, Tata 
Institute, 1979) has shown that only certain distinguished K-types among the 
irreducible constituents of the K-module A(gfl) may contribute to the 
restriction of zc to K. Each of these distinguished K-types is associated to a 
conjugacy class of parabolic subalgebras q of  9, stable under the Cartan 
involution 0. With some further effort, one can determine the lowest degree d 
in which any one of the distinguished K-types occurs in the exterior algebra 
of g/~: if the K-type in question corresponds to the 0-stable parabolic 
subalgebra q, d is the integer d(q) = dim 9/(q + ~). As a consequence, if ~r is 
irreducible and nontrivial, one finds 
H~-(9, ti V~,0) = 0, for k < N~ = min{d(q) I q 4: 9}. 
This in turn implies that (1.4), with F= C, is an isomorphism below 
dimension NG--which strengthens Theorem 1.5, since N G >/rkG/K, for every 
simple group G. In the special case of complex groups G, this stronger 
version of Theorem 1.5 is a result of Enright [11]. It should be added that 
N o coincides with the rank of G/K for a large class of simple groups G, and 
that the new version of Theorem 1.5 seems likely to be the best possible 
general statement. Although the arguments of this paper only prove 
Theorem 1.5, they may help to explain the vanishing phenomenon i  general, 
by relating it to the rate of decay of matrix coefficients of unitary represen- 
tations. 
As for the organization of the paper, Section 2 reviews preparatory 
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material and establishes notation. Each of the next four sections is devoted to 
one of the step (a)-(d) that were described above, and Section 6 also 
contains the final assembly of the proof of Theorem 1.5. The vanishing 
theorem for the category ~ should be of independent interest; for this reason, 
it is presented in greater generality than necessary for the application to 
Theorem 1.5. In the Appendix, finally, I shall sketch a shortened proof of a 
result of Casselman and Osborne [9], which is used at several points. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
This section summarizes results of Matsushima [22], which reduce 
Theorem 1.5 to a vanishing theorem for certain Lie algebra cohomology 
groups attached to irreducible representations of G. 
I denote the Lie algebras of G, K by go, to, and their complexifications by
g, t. Pulling back differential forms from F\G/K to G, one obtains an 
isomorphism between the space of k-forms with values in the bundle (1.1) 
and 
l c (r\c) ® ® Ak( /t) * I K. (2.1a) 
The superscript K refers to the subspace of K-invariants, with K acting on 
C~(F\G) by right translation, on F by the restriction of the G-action, and on 
g/t by Ad. According to a computation of Matsushima nd Murakami [24], 
the Laplace operator corresponds to 
1 ®O@ 1 - -12® 1 ® 1; (2.1b) 
here .O, the Casimir operator of g, acts as an element of the universal 
enveloping algebra U(g) on F, and as an invariant differential operator on 
C°°(F\G). Thus one may identify the harmonic space (1.3) with the kernel of 
the operator (2.1b) on the space (2.1a)---or, since the Laplace operator is 
elliptic, also with the kernel on the Hilbert space 
IL 2(F\G) (~ F (~ Ak(g/')* IK, (2.2) 
to which the operator (2.1b) extends as a self-adjoint, unbounded operator. 
The compactness of F\G implies that the regular representation f G on 
LE(-F\G) breaks up into a direct sum of irreducibles, with finite 
multiplicities: 
L~(F\G) ~ - Q n~V~ (2.3) 
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((~ = set of isomorphism classes of irreducible, unitary representations of G). 
The Casimir operator preserves this decomposition; in fact, it acts as a 
constant on each irreducible constituent V,. Thus 
Hk(F, F) ~ (~) n,/7",~(F), (2.4) 
7t~d: 
where 
~(F)  = kernel of (i ®19® 1 --19® 1 ® 1), 
(2.5) 
operating on 1V,~ ® F @ f / ' ( , / [ )  * }/~ 
is a formal harmonic space attached to each irreducible unitary represen- 
tation m 
It is known that ~,g~'~(F) can be interpreted as a relative Lie algebra 
cohomology group. For this purpose, let me recall the definition of the 
relative (g, t)-cohomology roups of a g-module M. The ordinary Lie algebra 
cohomology roups Hk(g, M) can be computed in terms of the complex 
C(g, M) = M ® f 9*. (2.6) 
Since duality reverses the roles of subspaces and quotients, 
A (g/0* =-' c(g, M). 
The subalgebra f operates both on M, by the restriction of the g-action, and 
on A (gfl)*, by the adjoint action, and hence on the tensor product. The 
coboundary operator c~ leaves 
C(g,t; M) -- space of f-invariants in M ® f (gfl)* (2.7) 
invariant, which thus becomes a subcomplex of the complex (2.6). The 
relative Lie algebra cohomology groups Hk(g, t; M) are, by definition, the 
cohomology groups of this subcomplex. 
For any irreducible, unitary representation ~ of G, I let V~, 0 denote the 
space of K-finite vectors in the representation space V,, i.e., the linear span 
of the finite dimensional, K-invariant subspaces of V~. Then V,, 0 consists 
entirely of analytic vectors, and thus becomes a g-module by differentiation 
[13]. Since F and g/f are finite dimensional K-modules, and since K is con- 
nected, 
(2.8) 
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The complex C(9, [; V~,0 ®F)  is finite dimensional: every irreducible K- 
module occurs only finitely-often in V~, 0 [13]. In the case of a finite dimen- 
sional complex, the Hodge theorem applies for purely formal reasons; hence 
Hk(g, ~; V~, o ® F) ~-- kernel of (3"3 + &~*), 
acting on ck(9, ~; V~, o ®F)  (2.8') 
(c~*= adjoint of 6, with respect to any particular inner product on the 
complex). A calculation, formally identical to Matsushima and Murakami's 
computation of the Laplace operator (2.1b), leads to the formula 
All this implies 
and finally 
&$* +3*5= 1 ®12 ® 1 - - /2® 1 ® 1. 
Jf{(F) "~ Hk(9, t; V,~,o ® F), (2.9) 
Hk(F,F) "" 0 n,~Hk(fl,~; V~,0®F) (2.10) 
~EG 
(Matsushima [22]). 
The trivial representation of G contributes exactly once to the decom- 
position (2.3), as the space of constant functions. Theorem 1.5 is therefore 
equivalent to the following statement: for any irreucible unitary represen- 
tation ~z of G, other than the trivial representation, which occurs in L2(F\G) 
with nonzero multiplicity, 
(2.11) Hk(g, t~; V~, 0 @ F) = 0, 0 ~< k < rkG/K. 
After going to a finite covering, if necessary, one can express G as a product 
of its simple factors. Correspondingly, every irreducible unitary represen- 
tation 7r decomposes into a product rc = zq ® ... ® zt N of irreducible represen- 
tations of the various simple factors. Because it was assumed that F lies in G 
in general position, if rc is nontrivial and contributes to LZ(F\G), none of the 
factors zc i can be trivial. 3 As far as one knows, the occurrence of 7r in 
L2(F\G), for some F, imposes no further conditions on 7r. Hence one must 
really prove the vanishing theorem (2.11) for every irreducible, unitary 
representation ~ which restricts nontrivially to all simple factors of G. 
3An irreducible subspace V~cLZ(F\G), on which a simple factor G~ operates trivially, 
may be viewed as a space of functions on G/GI, invariant under the image of F. This image is 
dense, and V~ contains a dense subspace of continuous functions (e.g., convolution products 
f *  ¢, with f@ V and 0 ~ C(G)o). Thus V~ consists of constant functions. 
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What matters about n is not so much the unitary structure, but rather the 
growth behavior of its matrix coefficients. Until further notice, ~ shall denote 
an irreducible representation f G on a Banach space 11, Such a represen- 
tation is said to be admissible if each irreducible K-module occurs only 
finitely often in n It~. For unitary representations, this is automatic [13]. Just 
as in the unitary case, the space of K-finite vectors V o of an irreducible, 
admissible representation ~rconsists entirely of analytic vectors, and thus 
becomes a module for the Lie algebra g. By a K-finite matrix coefficient of n, 
I shall mean a function of the form 
g~-~(u*,n(g)v), vE  Vo ,u*~(V*)o  (2.12) 
((V*)0 = space of K-finite vectors in the dual space V*). If n is unitary, these 
functions are evidently bounded. If, in addition, 7r restricts nontrivially to 
each simple factor of G, the K-finite matrix coefficients vanish at infinity, 
i.e., they tend to zero outside of compact subsets (Howe and Moore [16]; see 
also Sherman [31 ]). This is the one property of unitary representations that 
will be used in the proof of (2.11). Specifically, I shall prove: 
(2.13) THEOREM. Let n be an irreducible, admissible representation on a 
Banach space, V o its space of K-finite vectors, and F a finite dimensional G- 
module. I f  the K-finite matrix coefficients of 7r vanish at infinity, 
Hk(g, f; V 0 @ F) = 0, 
for 0 <, k < rkG/K. 
In effect, Borel and Wallach [6] and Zuckerman [34] prove this same 
statement, by quite different methods. The arguments of the next few sections 
tie the vanishing of (g, f)-cohomology directly to the decay of the matrix 
coefficients. In particular, appropriate hypotheses about the rate at which the 
matrix coefficients decay, or more definite assumptions about F, lead to 
sharper bounds on the vanishing of cohomology. 
3. THE RELATION WITH II-HOMOLOGY 
Throughout his section, Y0 denotes the space of K-finite vectors of an 
irreducible, admissible representation, and F a finite dimensional G-module. I 
fix an Iwasawa decomposition 
90 = t0 O a0 ® no ; (3.1) 
9 = t Q a ® n is the corresponding decomposition of the complexified Lie 
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algebra g. The end result of the present section asserts a connection between 
the vanishing of the (g, t)-cohomology groups of V 0 ® F and the vanishing of 
the a-homology groups 4of V0: 
(3.2) PROPOSITION. Let k o be an integer such that Hk(n, Vo)= 0, for 
k > dim n -- k o. Then Hk(g, ~; V o @ F) = 0, for k < k o. 
The proof consists of a chain of lemmas, which relate the homology and 
cohomology groups in question to various intermediate cohomology groups. 
(3.3) LEMM*. I f  Hk(g, V o ® F) = O, for k < ko, then 
Hk(g, ~; V o ® F) = O, also for k < ko, and Hk°(g, ~; V o @ F) ~-- Hk°(g, Vo @ F). 
Proof The lemma is a consequence of a spectral sequence, known to 
experts, for which no convenient reference seems to exist. To keep the 
notation simple, I set 
M= VoQF.  
Let p be the (unique) AdK-invariant complement of ~ in g, so that g = ~ @ p, 
and 
C(g,M) =M® A g* ~M® A p* ® A ~*. (3.4) 
Since [~, p] c p, the coboundary operator ~ preserves the filtration 
• .  • ~ 'P -} -  l c /  .. • , C(g, M) = F°C(g, M) ~ = FPC(g, M) D  [g, M) 
with FPC(g,M) = @ M® Atp * ® A ~*, (3.5) 
l>p 
and acts on the quotients 
A'p*® A k*=c (,,M® A'p*) 
as the coboundary operator of LLie algebra cohomology, Thus, by a 
standard cohomological construction, the filtration (3.5) gives rise to a 
spectral sequence, with El-term 
(, oAp0.) 
which computes H'(g, M). Viewed as f-module, V 0 is a direct sum of 
4 The definition of Lie algebra homology will be reviewed below. 
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irreducible, finite dimensional modules, and M ®/~ p* inherits this property. 
Since t is reductive, an irreducible, finite dimensional I-module has no 
cohomology, unless it is the trivial module [17]. One may conclude: 
~-- IM® APP*It®Hq(f,C)~--Cq(g,~;M)®Hq(f,C)" 
The operation which the coboundary operator fi induces on the El-term no 
longer involves the ~-action, i.e., dl acts only on the factor Cq(g, t; M); on 
this factor, viewed as subspace of cq(g, M), dl coincides with 6. In other 
words, d~ is the coboundary operator of relative Lie algebra cohomology, 
tensored with the identity on the second factor. Thus 
E~ 'q ~- HP(g, f; M) ® Hq([, C). 
Let P0 be the least integer p such that HP(g, f; M) 4= 0. Then 
EP'q=o, for P<Po,  
EP2 °'° = HP°(g, [; M), 
because H°(~, C) = C. Since d r has bidegree (r, 1 - r), these identities persist 
for E~ q, and 
Hk(g,M)~- (~) E~ q=0,  for k<P0,  
p+q=k 
= HP°(fl, ~; M), for k=Po. 
The lemma follows. 
Since U(g) is an associative ring, it makes sense to define the functors 
(L, M) ~ Zxt~g) (L, M) 
on the category of U(fl)-modules, as the derived functors of either 
L ~-~ Homu~g)(L, M), 
with M fixed, or of 
M ~ Homv~)(L, M), 
with L fixed [7]. To keep the notation simple, I shall henceforth write Ext,, 
instead of Extu~). The assertion of the next lemma is again a reasonably 
well-known fact: 
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(3.6) LEMMA. H'(g,  Vo®F)~Ext~(F*, Vo). 
Proof. For the purposes of this proof, I regard V o as an arbitrary U(g)- 
module. The isomorphism 
H°(~, V o ® F) = (V 0 ® F)" ~ Homv(~)(F*, V0) = Ext°(F *, Vo) 
is functorial in V 0. The higher Ext groups can be computed in terms of an 
injective resolution of V 0, and the higher cohomology groups in terms of an 
injective resolution of V 0 ®F [7]. It therefore suffices to know that the 
functor 
Vo~.~ Vo®F 
is exact--which is obvious--and that it maps injectives to injectives. This 
latter statement is a consequence of the isomorphism 
Homv~,)(L, F® Vo) ~--Homvcq)(F* ® L, Vo), 
coupled with the definition of injectivity. 
Following the usual custom, I denote the centralizer of a o in ~o by m 0 (cf. 
(3.1)). As a general rule, the complexification of a subalgebra of 90 will be 
referred to by the same letter, without the subscript 0. Thus 
p = m@ a ®n (3.7) 
is the complexification of a minimal parabolic subalgebra P0 c go (this 
notation, which differs from that in the proof of (3.4), will remain in force 
from now on). I extend a 0 to a Cartan subalgebra t)o c go ; then 
~0 = ao ® (30 n too). (3.8) 
Since p contains I), there exists a Borel subalgebra 
b=b®r, (3.9) 
with b c p, whose nilpotent radical r contains n as an ideal. In this situation 
r = (r N m) @ n (semidirect product). (3.10) 
Moreover, b intersects m in 
mnb = (m ~ D) @ (m ~ r), (3.11) 
which is a Borel subalgebra of m. 
Once and for all, I order the roots of (g, b) so as to make r the direct sum 
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of the positive root spaces. In order to simplify various statements, and 
without loss of generality, I assume that F is irreducible, and I define 
p = half sum of the positive roots, 
2 - p = highest weight of F; 
(3.12) 
thus 2 ~ 0* is an integral, dominant, nonsingular weight. In the usual 
fashion, 
W = Weyl group of (g, 2) (3.13) 
acts on the dual space t)*. To each/t C b*, I associate the one dimensional b- 
module C, ,  on which r operates trivially and b according to the linear 
function ~. By left multiplication, U(fl) acts on 
M. = U(g) ®v(~) C . -o ,  (3.14) 
the Verma module of highest weight/~ -p  [2]. The shift by p in (3.12) and 
(3.14) serves the purpose of making the labelling compatible with Harish- 
Chandra's parametrization f infinitesimal characters [12]. 
(3.15) LEMMA. Let k o be an integer such that 
k Ext,q(M wa, V0) = 0, for  k < k o 
and every w ~ W. Then Ext,(F*, V0) also vanishes for  k < k o. 
Proof. Although it is not necessary to do so, as will be pointed out 
below, it is most convenient to base the argument on the 
Bernstein-Gelfand-Gelfand resolution of F*, 
O--, Mn~ Mn_l -4 ... -4 MI ~ Mo ~ F* -40, (3.16) 
in which each M~ is a direct sum of Verma modules, all of type M_wa, 
w E W [4]. This exact sequence splits into short exact sequences 
O -4 Nt+ l -4 Mt -4 Nt -4 0, (3.17) 
with N t = image of M l in M t_ 1, No = F*. In the corresponding long exact 
sequence 
• .. -4 gxtkg+l(Nl+l, No)-4 Ext~(NI, V0) 
-4 Ext,(M,, I1o)-4 Ext~(Nl+ l, V0)-4 "'", 
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the terms Ext~(M l, V0), k < k 0, vanish because of the hypothesis. By 
descending induction on l, one finds 
Ext~(Nl, Vo) = 0, for k < k0. 
This proves the lemma, since F* = N 0. Instead of the resolution (3.16), one 
can use the following more elementary facts [3]: 
(a) every Verma module M,  has a unique irreducible quotient L , ;  
(b) M r has a composition series of finite length, in which L~ occurs only 
once; 
(c) all other composition factors are of the form Lw~, for some w E W 
such that/2 - w/2 is a sum of positive roots; 
(d) F* - -Ln ,  where ~ is the highest weight in the W-orbit o f -4 .  
The reader may convince himself that these statements suffice to prove the 
lemma. 
(3.18) LEMMA. If ilk(r, Vo)= Of  or k < k o, then Extk(M,, I10)= 0, also 
for k < k o, and for every ~z E I~*. 
Proof. Let N be an arbitrary U(b)-module and X a U(g)-module. There 
exists a canonical isomorphism 
Homo(U(g) ®u(~) N, X) -- Homb(N, X), (3.19) 
which depends functorially on N and X. I want to equate the derived 
funetors. Since N can be resolved by free modules, it suffices to check that 
N ~ U(g) ®u(b~ N 
is an exact functor, and that it maps free U(b)-modules to free U(g)-modules. 
Both statements follow from the Poincar~-Birkhoff-Witt theorem, which 
asserts, in particular, that U(g) is free over U(b). Thus (3.19) does induce 
isomorphisms of the higher derived functors. Specializing N to C,_  o and X 
to V0, one finds 
Ext~(M,, I10)~ Ext~(C,_o, I10) 
~-- Hk( b, H°mc(C,-o,  II0)); 
the second homomorphism is a consequence of 3.6, with b playing the role of 
g. Since r is an ideal in b, and b/r-~ D, one can apply the Hochschild-Serre 
spectral sequence [7]: 
E~ 'q ~ HP+q(b, Homc(C. , ,  Vo)), 
E~ "q = HP(1), Hq(r, Homc(C ~_p, Vo)). 
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But r operates trivially on Cu_ p, so 
Hq( r, H°mc(Cu-o,  V0)) --- H°mc(C , -o ,  Hq( r, Vo)), 
as 0-modules. 5 At this point, another application of Lemma 3.6, with 0 in 
place of 9, gives 
E~'q = Ext~(C,_o, Hq( r, V0))" 
According to the hypothesis, E~ 'q-~- 0, and hence also E~q= 0, whenever 
q < k 0. The lemma follows. 
For future reference, the following corollary to the proof of Lemma 3.18 
should be recorded: 
(3.20) Remark. There exists a spectral sequence 
E p'q ~ Ext~+q(M~, V0), 
with E~ 'q = Zxt~(Cu_p, Hq(r, V0) ). 
(3.21) LEMMA. I f  the cohomology groups Hk(n, Vo) vanish in the range 
0 <~ k < k o, then the groups Hk(t, Iio) also vanish in this range. 
Proof The semidirect product (3.10) gives rise to a Hochschild-Serre 
spectral sequence 
EPr'q :~ nP+q(r' V°)' (3.22) 
E~ 'q = HP(m A r, Hq(rt, V0)). 
By assumption, E2P'q = 0 for q < k o, hence E~q= 0, also for q < k 0. This 
implies the lemma. 
If I is a (finite dimensional) Lie algebra, one defines the I-homology 
groups Hk(I, M) of an l-module M as the derived functors, on the category of 
U(l)-modules, of the covariant, right exact functor 
M ~ M/ IM 
[7]. These homology groups can be computed in terms of a chain complex 
• .. - ,M® Ah- - ,M® A* - l l  - ,  ... - - ,M- ,  0, (3.23) 
5 For any b-module M, the restriction of the b-action to D and the adjoint action of I) on r 
determine an I)-action on C(r,M)-M® At*, which commutes with 6, and which therefore 
induces an action on the r-cohomology roups of M. 
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whose boundary operator is formally dual to the coboundary operator of Lie 
algebra cohomology [7]. In particular, the cochain complex C(I, M*) of the 
dual module M* is the dual of the complex (3.23), so that 
If n is the dimension of 1, 
Hk(I, M*) ~-- Hk(l, M)*. (3.24) 
A"t ® A"- t *, 
as l-modules, and the resulting isomorphism 
MoA'I  (M®A.I) A . 
relates the boundary operator of the complex (3.23) to the coboundary 
operator of the cochain complex of M@ A n t [7]. Thus 
Hk(I,M)~ Hn-k (I,M ® AnI). (3.25) 
As a nilpotent Lie algebra, n is unimodular, i.e., A" n = C (n = dim n), The 
preceding five lemmas, in conjunction with (3.25), now complete the proof of 
Proposition 3.2. 
4. THE CASSELMAN FUNCTOR 
In this section, I shall describe some results of Casselman, 6 which were 
announced in [8]. They have the effect of identifying the ~t-homology groups 
of V 0 with the dual spaces of the n-cohomology groups of a certain U(9)- 
module Vf0 ~, which belongs to a category closely related to 
Bernstein-Gelfand-Gelfand's category O I3]. In the next section I shall 
prove a vanishing theorem for the cohomology groups of  modules in this 
category, which then translates into a theorem about the n-homology groups 
attached to irreducible, admissible representations of G. 
I begin by fixing some terminology, which is used commonly, but not 
entirely consistently. Let t be a (finite dimensional) Lie algebra, and M a 
U(l)-module. I shall call M lfinite if every v C M lies in a finite dimensional 
submodule. In this situation, M is said to have finite l-multiplidties if each 
~1"  (= set of isomorphism classes of finite dimensional, irreducible l- 
6I have been informed that Wallach and Kostant had independently discovered certain 
properties ofwhat I shall call the Casselman functor. 
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modules) occurs with bounded multiplicities in the composition series of the 
various finite dimensional submodules. An t-finite U0)-module is l- 
semisimple if its finite dimensional submodules are completely reducible. 
By a Harish-Chandra module, I shall mean a U(g)-module which is 
(a) I-finite, with finite ~-multiplicities, 
(b) t-semisimple, and (4.1) 
(c) finitely generated over U(g). 
The space V 0 of K-finite vectors of an irreducible, admissible representation 
7c provides the prototypical example of a Harish-Chandra module: it is 
irreducible [13], hence finitely generated, it has the property (a) by definition 
and the property (b) because the t-action lifts to an action of the compact 
group K. 
For the moment, V shall denote an arbitrary U(n)-module. The subspace 
V t~j = {v* EV* I rtkv * = 0~ for some kE  N} (4.2) 
of the algebraic dual I1" is a U(n)-submodule, and 
V~-~ V f~1 (4.3) 
defines a contravariant functor from the category of U(n)-modules to itself. 
(4.3) LEMMA. If the action of n on V extends to a U(9)-moduIe 
structure, then t A"j is even a U(9)-submodule of V*. 
Proof It suffices to show: for any given X E g and k C N, there exists an 
integer l, such that 
niX c U(9) ~t k. (4.4) 
If X lies in p (cf. (3.7)), it normalizes n, and l = k will do. As Lie algebra, g 
is generated by p, together with the root spaces indexed by the negatives of 
simple roots of (9, I)). If X lies in one of these root spaces, IX, n] is 
contained in p, i.e,, in the normalizer of n, and hence (4.4) holds with 
l=k+l .  
(4.5) THEOREM (Casselman). The association (4.3) determines an 
exact, contravariant functor from the category of Harish-Chandra modules 
to the category of finitely generated U(g)-modules which are p-finite and 
have finite a-multiplicities (cf. (3.7)). For each Harish-Chandra module V, 
the inclusion V f~1 c II* induces an isomorphism between the n-cohomology 
groups of V f~1 and V*. 
I shall call this functor the Casselman functor.--Since rn ® a normalizes 
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n, it operates on the u-homology and n-cohomology groups of every p- 
module (cf. the footnote to the proof of Lemma 3.18). The last assertion of 
the theorem, combined with (3.24), leads to natural isomorphisms 
Hk(n, 14,1) ~ Hk(n ' V)*, (4.6) 
j_ 
which preserves the action of m ® a. 
To a large extent, the theorem amounts to a statement about finitely 
generated U(n)-modules, which applies to Harish-Chandra modules by virtue 
of the following result : 
(4.7) LEMMA (Casselman and Osborne [10]). Every Harish-Chandra 
module is finitely generated over U(n). 
I shall break up the proof of Casselman's theorem into a chain of lemmas. 
(4.8) LEMMA. When restricted to the category of finitely generated U(n)- 
modules, the functor (4.3) becomes exact. 
Proof. If 0 ~ V1-~ V2 ~ Va-~ 0 is an exact sequence of U(n)-modules, 
then at least 
is exact, as can be checked directly. Because of the Artin-Rees lemma for 
U(n)-modules (Nouaz6 and Gabriel [28]), v for each k G N, there exists an 
l = l(k), such that 
nkv1 = V 1 ~ hiVE, (4.9) 
provided V 2 is finitely generated. I now consider a particular v* E I4"1; then 
nkv * = 0 for some k E N, or equivalently, 
v*=0 on nkV1. (4.10) 
One can certainly extend v* to a linear function tT* on V 2. According to 
(4.9)-(4.10), there exists a linear function ~*, which vanishes on V1 and 
agrees with tT* on ntV2 . Then tT*-tT* vanishes on nlV2, hence lies in 142 "l, 
and restricts to v* on V 1 . 
(4.11) LEMMA. I f  V is a finitely generated U(n)-module, the inclusion 
IA,1 c V* induces isomorphisms of the n-cohomology groups. 
7 The proof has been simplified by McConnel [25 ]. Although the Artin-Rees lemma applies 
to any two sided ideal in U[n], for the purposes of this proof, only the augmentation ideal 
nU(n) is of interest. Considerable further simplifications are possible in this particular case 
120,321 . 
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Proof I first consider the case V = U(n). The functorial definition of n- 
homology shows that the higher homology groups of U(n) vanish. Thus, if 
one augments the standard chain complex (3.23), one obtains an exact 
sequence of U(n)-modules, 
o-+ u(n) ® A" .  + u( . )  ® A" - I  n +. . .  
- ,  u (n ) - ,  c -,  o, 
with U(n) operating by left multiplication on itself, and triVially on A n. The 
sequence remains exact when it is dualized, or when one applies the functor 
(4.3). These processes result in the augmented standard cochain complex for, 
respectively, U(n)* and U(n)M; hence 
Hk(n; U(n) H) = Hk(rl, U(n)*) = C, if k= 0, 
(4.12) 
=0,  if k¢0 .  
For a general V, I argue by induction on k. To begin with, 
H°(n, V*) = {v* E V* ]nv* = 0} 
lies in the subspace I A'1 a V*, so that 
H°(n, V*) m H°(n, Vf~]). 
I now express V as quotient of a free module M, of finite rank, 
0--) S ~ M-~ V-+ O. 
For k>/1, Hk(n, MM)=Hk(n,M*)=O, according to (4.12). In the 
commutative diagram 
H k l(rt, M t"l) ~ Hk-l(n, S N) ~ Hk(n, I A")) --) 0 
1 t 1 
-~/-/k-l(n, M*) -~ n~-' (n,  S*) -~ /-/fin, V*) + 0 
the first two vertical arrows are isomorphisms because of the induction 
hypothesis, and thus also the last vertical arrows must be an isomorphism. 
According to the very definition of I/4"1, the increasing sequence of 
submodules 
(~ l )k  = {v* ~ v* Inky * = 0t ~- (w/n~v) * (4.13) 
607/41/I 7 
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exhausts I A"1. The natural surjections 
(®k. ) ® (v/nv) -+ n*v/n *+ ~v 
dualize to injections 
(IA"1)k + ~/(IA')k "~ (r|kV/n* + 'V)* C---~ ( ®*n* ) Q (V/,V)*. (4.14) 
Whenever V is a finitely generated U(n)-module, nV has finite codimension 
in V, hence the quotients (4.14) are finite dimensional, and hence 
dim(Vf~l)k < oo. (4.15) 
In the case of a Harish-Chandra module V, p preserves the subspaces (4.13), 
since p normalizes n; consequently I A"1 is p-finite. The restricted positive 
roots lie in an open half space in a*. In particular, each # E a* occurs at 
most finitely often as a weight of ®n*. In view of (4.14), I A"1 must have 
finite a-multiplicaties. This proves: 
(4.16) LEMMA. The module IA"1 corresponding to a Harish-Chandra 
module V is pfinite and has finite a-multiplicities. 
If V is a U(g)-module and X a character of 2 (= center of U(g)), I set 
V z = generalized z-eigenspace of 2 .  (4.17) 
In other words, V z consists of those v ~ V which are annihilated by some 
power of Z - x(Z), for all Z E 2 .  The properties (4.1) of a Harish-Chandra 
module V assure that every v E V lies in a finite dimensional, 2-invariant 
subspace, and that V is Noetherian. Thus 
V= O V x, (4.18a) 
with • ranging over a finite set of characters of 2 .  The kernels of the various 
powers of Z -x (Z) ,  for any given Z C 2 ,  constitute an increasing, hence 
finite, sequence of submodules of V x. Since 2 is finitely generated, 
V x has a filtration of finite length, with successive quotients 
on which 2 acts according to the character Z. (4.18b) 
In fact, every Harish-Chandra module V has a finite composition series, but 
this is a more subtle result and will not be needed here. 
To complete the proof of (4.5), it must still be shown that V in1 is finitely 
generated. Because of (4.18), I may as well assume that 2 acts via a 
character on the Harish-Chandra module V, and therefore also on V tnl. 
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(4.19) LEMMA. Let M be a p-finite U(g)-module, with finite a- 
multiplicities, and such that 2 acts according to a character. Then M has a 
composition series of finite length, and hence is finitely generated. 
Proof The p-finiteness implies the existence of a nonzero vector v @ M, 
on which the Caftan subalgebra b (cf. (3.8)) acts according to a linear 
function g E l~*, and which is annihilated by r. Every such v is the image 
under a U(g)-homomorphism 
M~÷p- .M 
of the canonical generator of the Verma module M,+p (cf. (3.15)). Verma 
modules have finite composition series, and only finitely many Verma 
modules correspond to any particular character of _~ [3]. Thus M has 
irreducible submodules, and every irreducible submodule is isomorphic to 
one among finitely many U(g)-modules. Proceeding inductively, one can 
construct an increasing chain of submodules 
OcMocM~ c ... cMn c ... cM,  
with irreducible quotients Mn/Mn_ 1, all belonging to a finite set of 
isomorphism classes. The chain must break off eventually, since otherwise M 
cannot have finite a-multiplicities. 
5. A VANISHING THEOREM FOR THE CATEGORY 
According to the definition of Bernstein et al. [3], the category ~ consists 
of all finitely generated U(g)-modules which are b-finite and t)-semisimple, s If 
one drops the requirement of D-semisimplicity, one obtains a somewhat 
larger category; for lack of better terminology, it shall be called the category 
O'. Submodules and quotients of a module in either of these two categories 
belong again to the same category. Verma modules are particular examples 
of modules in the category O. Arguing as in the proof of (4.18), one finds: 
(5.1) Observation. Every NE~'  has a finite composition series. The 
categories c~ and c~' contain exactly the same irreducible modules, namely 
the irreducible quotients of Verma modules. 
Since b normalizes the nilpotent radical r of b, it acts on the r-cohomology 
groups of every U(g)-module N. I fg is a linear function on I~, I let Hk(r, N)u 
denote the generalized (p - p)-eigenspace of [~, i.e., the subspace consisting of 
8 1 shall freely use the terminology which was introduced in the beginning of Section 4, and 
the notation of Section 3, especially (3.7)-(3.11). 
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all vectors which are annihilated by a power of H - -@- -p ,  H), for every 
H C b- If the r-cohomology groups of N happen to be 19-finite, they break up 
into a direct sum of generalized eigenspaces for 2: 
Hk(r, N) = @ Hk(r, N), .  (5.2) 
u~b* 
This applies in particular to modules in the category ~ and to Harish- 
Chandra modules. The former are D-finite themselves and thus have D-finite 
cohomology groups; latter are finitely generated over U(n) (cf. (4.7)), hence 
finitely generated over U(r), and hence have finite dimensional r-cohomology 
groups. 
The center _g" of the universal enveloping algebra U(g) acts on each Verma 
module M, according to a character X,. One knows that 
every character of 2 equals some 2~, ; and 
Z, =X, ~" v= w/t, for some w E W (5.3) 
(Harish-Chandra [ 12 ]). 
(5.4) LEMMA (Casselman and Osborne [9]). I f  _2; acts on a U(g)- 
module N according to the character )~,, H~(r, N)v vanishes unless v = w/z, 
with w E W. 
A short proof of this lemma can be found in the Appendix.--Every w E W 
has a length l(W), which may be defined as the cardinality of the set 
• {a~ qs+ [ -wag q~+} (q~+ = positive root system of (g, b)), 
or equivalently as the shortest possible length of an expression of w in terms 
of reflections about simple roots. 
(5.5) THEOREM. Let ~ be an integral, regular, dominant weight and N a 
module in the category c~'. I f  Hk(r, N)~ a 4: O, for  some v C W and k E N, 
then there exists a w C W, such that H°(r, N)~a ~ 0 and l(w) <~ l(v) - k. 
Some comments are in order. The length function l(w) is bounded by the 
dimension of r. Thus, if H°(r, N)~ a = 0 for every w of length less than some 
integer k 0, and if ~ acts on N according to Za, (5.2)-(5.5) do not permit 
any cohomology to occur in dimensions above dim r -  k 0. In this sense 
Theorem 5.5 is a vanishing theorem. The r-cohomology groups of modules in 
can be interpreted also as extension groups in the category ~ (see 
Lemma 5.13, below), and there exists a similar, if less direct, relationship 
between r-cohomology and extensions in O'. Thus Theorem 5.5 is equivalent 
to an assertion about Ext* and Ext*,. A careful examination of the proof of 
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Theorem 5.5, which will be presented at the end of this section, shows that 
the theorem can be strengthened considerably. Although the stronger version 
is not needed for the applications given in this paper, it is of independent 
interest; the detailed verification will be left to the reader: 
(5.6) THEOREM. Let N be a module in of', with Hk(r, N),  4= O. Then 
H°(r ,N) ,~0,  for some v E I)* which is related to ~t by the following 
condition: there exists a chain 
/[/ : / t / l , / [ /2 , . . . ,  [ . /n+ 1 : V 
in t~*, of length n + 1 ~ k + 1, and positive roots a I ,..., an, such that 
2 (ai'/1i) (a , ,  - m,  
is a positive integer, and 
/.l i+l=fli--miai, for l <~ i<~ n. 
The relationship between/~ and v is equivalent to a chain of containments 
among Verma modules (Theorems 2 and 3 of [2]). In fact, a proof of 
Theorem 2 of [2] is implicit in the arguments which prove (5.5)-(5.6). A 
special case of (5.6) appears in Rocha-Caridi's thesis [30]. 
In analogy to ~Y', I define ~ as the category of p-finite, finitely generated 
U(~)-modules. Since p contains b, 
c~'p = c~'. (5.7) 
It should be observed that the Casselman functor takes values in this 
category (cf. Theorem 4.5). The Lie algebra m O a normalizes n, and conse- 
quently it acts on the n-cohomology groups of every N E W'o. Because m ® a 
is reductive, there exists a decomposition similar to (5.2), 
/4*(n, N) = ® W(n, N),, (5.8) 
T 
with r ranging over the set of isomorphism classes of finite dimensional, 
irreducible representations of m ® a; ( . . . ) ,  designates the linear span of 
those m ® a-invariant subspaces, whose composition factors belong 
exclusively to r. Both the statement and the proof of Theorem 5.5, and also 
of the more general version (Theorem 5.6), carry over to the present context. 
However, instead of making this precise, I shall deduce only what is needed 
from Theorem 5.5. 
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The irreducible, finite dimensional representation of m ® a are 
parametrized by their highest weights, which lie in the set 
L~+= u E t~* ] 2 - -~ 1~, for every a E • (a, (5.9) 
(~+~= set of positive roots of (m® a, D)). For each p EL  +, r~u +p)  shall 
denote the isomorphism class of the representation with highest weight ~. 
I now fix an integral, dominant, regular weight 2, and a module N E c~'~ on 
which .27 acts according to the character Za. Then : 
(5.10) THEOREM. Let k o be an integer such that H°(n,N),(wa)=0, 
whenever l(w) < k o and w2 - p E L +. In this situation, Hk(H, N) vanishes if 
k > dim n - k o . 
Proof The semidirect product decomposition (3.10) gives rise to a 
Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence [7], 
E~ 'q ~ HP+q(r, N), with 
E~ 'q = HP(r ~ m, Hq(n, N)). 
(5.11) 
In particular, 
H°(r, N) = H°(r m m, H°(., N)). 
The weight w2 which contribute to the decomposition (5.2) of H°(r, N) occur 
as highest weights, shifted by p, of nonzero summands H°Ot, N), of H°(rt, N). 
Hence 
H°(r, N)w a = 0, if l(w) < k o ; 
because of (5.2)-(5.5) this implies 
Hk( r ,N)=0,  if k>d imr -k  0. (5.12) 
Let t be the greatest integer such that Ht(n, N)4: 0, and s the dimension of 
r ~ m. Then 
E~ 'q=O, if p>s  or q>t ,  
which forces the same restriction on all of the E~ 'q, r t> 2, and thus 
HS+t(r, N) ~_ ES£ t = HS(r ~ m, Ht(n, N) ). 
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The lowest weight space in each nonzero summand Ht(n, N), of Hi(n, N) 
contributes nontrivially to 
.'(r N)) A'(r n.,)* ®-'(., N)) 
(cf. (3.25)). According to (5.12), s+t  cannot exceed dim r -k0 ;  hence 
t ~< dim n -  k 0, as was to be shown. 
I now turn to the proof of Theorem 5.5. I shall first establish the theorem 
for Verma modules. The case of a general N E ~'  will then be reduced to 
this special case. 
Every module in the category ~ is a quotient of an ~-projective module 
and a submodule of an ~-injective module [3]. One can therefore define 
extension groups Ext*(N~,N2) in the usual fashion, in terms of a projective 
resolution for NI, or in terms of an injective resolution for N2. 
(5.13) LEMMA. Ext~(M,, N) ~-- Hk(r, N), for all N E ~,/2 ~ b*, k E N. 
Proof. For k = 0, this follows from the definition of the Verma module 
M, .  For higher k, one can argue by induction, as in the proof of 
Lemma 4.11; one only needs to know that each N E W' can be embedded in 
an W-injective module, whose higher r-cohomology groups vanish. Viewed as 
r-modules, the basic W-injective modules constructed in [3] are isomorphic 
to finite direct sums of 
L = largest b-finite submodule of U(r)*, 
with b acting on r by ad. Since U(r) is b-semisimple, with finite b- 
muRiplicities, the cochain complex 
C(r,L) = b-finite part of U(r)* ® Ar*  
may be identified with the direct sum of the dual spaces of the various b- 
eigenspaces in the chain complex U(r)® At; each of these eigenspaces 
constitutes a subcomplex. Hence 
Hk(r, L) ----- b-finite part of H~(r, U(r))*, 
which vanishes if k > O. 
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Let F be a finite dimensional U(fl)-module, with weights v I ..... v d, 
enumerated with appropriate multiplicities and in descending order, relative 
to a lexicographic ordering induced by the system of positive roots. 
(5.14) Observation. The U(9)-module M,  ®F has a filtration 
0~M 1 ~M2~ ... ~Md=M.  ®F , 
with successive quotients Mk/M ~ 1 ~- M.+~k, 1 <~ k <~ d. 
To verify this statement, one may appeal to the Poincar~-Birkhoff-Witt 
theorem to make the identification 
M.  ® F= (U(g) ®v(b) C . -o)  ® F~-- U(g) ®v(~) (C. p ® F). 
The lexicographic Ordering determines a b-stable filtration of C ._  o ®F,  
which in turn induces a filtration with the required properties on M.  ® F. 
If I is an injective module in c~, I ® F is also injective. In particular, if one 
tensors an injective resolution of some N~ ~ with F, one obtains an 
injective resolution for N ® F. Since 
Homr(N 1 , N 2 @ F) --~ Home(N1 ® F*, N2), 
this implies 
Ext,(N1, N2 ® F) -~ Ext)(U~ ® r*,  Uz), (5.15) 
for any two modules N1, N 2 E ~Y. 
The next lemma is a variation on the translation principle of Jantzen [18 ]. 
(5.16) LEMMA. Whenever )~1,2l are integral, regular, dominant weights, 
Ext;(M~a,, Mwa,) ~- Ext)(M~x2, Mwa2), 
for all v, w ~ W. 
Proof Without loss of generality, I may assume: there exists an integral, 
dominant weight ~t, such that 22 = 21 + ~t; if not, one can find a third weight 
)~ which is related in this fashion to both 21 and 2 z. Let F be the finite 
dimensional, irreducible U(g)-module of highest weight/~, and v~ ..... v d its set 
of weights, enumerated as in (5.14). Among the weights w)~ 1 + v k, 
w~. 1 ÷ w~ = w2 2 
occurs exactly once, all of the others are shorter than 2 2 - -  21 ÷ fl and cannot 
be W-conjugate to  2 2. In the notation of (5.14), 
Ext~(M~a 2,Mk/Mk_l )  = 0, unless v = w/~, 
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as follows from (5.4) and (5.13). Consequently 
Ext~(M~ 2, Mwa ' ® F) ~- Ext~(M~ 2, M,~a2 ).
A very similar argument gives 
Ext~(M~a 2 ® F*, Mw~i) ~-- Ext~(Mva ~ , Mw~tl ). 
Because of (5.15), this proves the lemma. 
(5.17) LEMMA. 1fit is integral, dominant, regular, 
Ext~(M~a, Mwa ) = O, 
unless l(v) >/l(w) + k. 
Proof I shall argue by descending induction on l(w). In case l(w) is 
maximal, the highest weight w i t -p  of the Verma module Mwa lies in the 
interior of the lowest Weyl chamber, translated by -p.  Aside from wi t -p  
itself, the weights which occur in the complex Mwa ® At*  differ from 
wit -p  by a nonempty sum of negative roots, hence are strictly lower than 
wit -p ,  and hence cannot belong to the (-p)-translate of the W-orbit of it. 
Thus Lemma 5.4 and 5.13 imply the assertion of the lemma in this particular 
case. 
For the induction step, I consider a pair v, w ~ W, such that w is not of 
maximal ength, and 
Ext~ (M~ t, Mw~t) ~ 0. (5.18) 
Then wa is positive, for at least one simple root a. I fix one such a, and I let 
s denote the reflection about a; thus 
l(ws) = l(w) + 1. (5.19) 
According to Lemma 5.16, it is legitimate to assume that 
2 (a,/~) = 1, i.e., s2 = it - a, and 
(a, a) (5.20) 
(it, j~) ~> 0, for every positive root fl ~ a. 
The weight 
iti =sit + zp=~, + 2p-a  
is then also integral, dominant and regular. Let F be the finite dimensional, 
irreducible U(g)-module of highest weight 2p, and vl, .... va the set of weights 
607/41/I-8 
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of F, enumerated as in (5.14). Both 2wp and w(2p-a)  occur in the 
enumeration with multiplicity one, and 2wp occurs earlier, since wa is a 
positive root: 
2w# = vlq, 2wp - wa = vk2; k 1 < k 2. 
Among the weights w2 + v k, all of which lie close to the hyperplane wa ± and 
far away from the other root hyperplanes (cf. (5.20)), only w2~--ws2 + vk, 
and WS21 = WS2 q.-2,% are W-conjugate to 41. When one computes the 
extension groups of M~a, and Mws a ® F, the filtration (5.14), with/~ = ws2, 
behaves as if only two quotients were present: 
Ext*(Mva,, Mt,/Mk-1) ~ Ext*(Mvx~, Mw.,tl) if k = k~, 
Ext*(M~t~ , Mw~a~) if k - -  k 2, 
0 otherwise; 
this follows from the preceding discussion, in conjunction with Lemmas 5.4 
and 5.13. In other words, there exists a long exact sequence 
k-1 ~ Ext~(M~tl ' • .. -~ Ext~ (MvA1,Mwsal) Mwa ) 
k F) ~ Ext~(M~a l, Mws.ll) --+"" -~ Ext~,(Moal, Mwsa @ 
By an entirely analogous argument, one obtains a second long exact 
sequence 
• .. ~ Ext~(Mu,a, Mwsa) ~ Ext~(Mva ' ® F*, Mwsa) 
--, Ext~(Mua , Mwsa) ~, . . ,  
with u = v or u = vs, depending on whether va is a positive or a negative 
root. In either case 
t(u) < l(v) + 1, 1(us) < l(v) + 1. (5.21) 
In view of (5.15)-(5.16) and the two exact sequences, the assumption (5.18) 
implies that not all of the three extension groups 
Ext,-1 (Mv.~. , Mws3.), Ext~(Mu, a, Mwsa), Ext~(Mua, Mwsa) 
can vanish. But then the induction hypothesis, coupled with (5.19) and 
(5.21), insures that l(v) >/l(w) + k, as was to be shown. 
I shall say that a module NEd ~' has the property V if it satisfies the 
statement of Theorem5.5. According to (5.13) and (5.17), the Verma 
modules Mwa all have this property. 
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(5.22) LEMMA. I f  O--~ N r ~ N ~ N" ~ O is an exact sequence in wr, and 
if  both N' and N" have the property V, then so does N. 
Proof Considering the long exact cohomology sequence, one finds that 
Hk(r, N)v a v~ 0 implies 
H~(r, N')va 4= O, or Hk(r, N")v a ~ O. 
Hence there exists a w ~ W, of length l(w) <~ l(v) - k, such that 
(a) H°(r, N')w a 4: O, or 
(b) H°(r,N")~ a ~ O. 
In the situation (b), if H°(r,N)w a vanishes, at least Hl(r,N')w a must be 
nonzero, which in turn gives 
(c) H°(r,N')u a # 0, 
for some u E W with l(u) <~ l(w) - 1. Since H°(r, N') injects into H°(r; N), 
both (a) and (c) lead to the desired conclusion. 
For each/~ C ~*, K,  shall denote the unique largest proper submodule of 
the Verma module Mu, and L ,  the unique irreducible quotient of M~ ; thus 
0 --, K, --, M,  --, L ,  --, 0 (5.23) 
is exact. An analysis of the b-multiplicities of )11/,, coupled with (5.3), 
shows  : 
(5.24) Observation. All composition factors of K,  are of the form L~,, 
for some w E W such that/d - w/~ equals a nonzero sum of positive roots. 
(5.25) LEMMA. The modules Lwa, w @ IV, have the property V. 
Proof, by induction on the lexicographic order among the weights w2. If 
w2 lies in the lowest Weyl chamber, Lwa=Mwa (cf. (5.24)), and the 
assertion follows directly from (5.17). In the induction step, (5.22) and 
(5.24) make it legitimate to assume that K~, has the property V. Since the 
highest weight space generates Mwa, 
H°(r, L~a)w a ~- H°(r, Mwa)w a ~-- C, (5.26) 
and hence Lemma 5.17 and Eq. (5.23) imply 
H°(r, Kwa)v a = 0, unless l(v) > l(w). (5.27) 
An argument, which is based on Lemma5.17 and Eq.(5.27) and the 
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induction hypothesis, and which is quite similar to the proof of (5.22), 
shows :
/-/k(r, L 0 l(v) > t(w) + k. 
Because of (5.26), this is the property V for the module Lw~t. 
According to (5.22), in order to establish the property V for all N E ~' ,  it 
suffices to establish it for the irreducible modules in ~' .  Among the 
irreducibles, only the modules Lwa, w E W, can have r-cohomology indexed 
by W-translates of )1, (cf. (5.3)-(5.4)). Thus Lemma 5.25 completes the proof 
of Theorem 5.5. 
The proof of theorem5.6 proceeds along the same lines; only 
Lemmas 5.16 and 5.17 need to be strengthened. In the former, '~1 and 42 do 
not have to be integral or regular, but they should differ by an integral 
weight, and should be "equally singular." If the parameter 2 in (5.17) fails to 
be integral, the two long exact sequences, on which the proof is based, 
collapse as one moves across certain root hyperplanes. Whenever 2 is 
singular, a smaller number of root hyperplanes must be crossed to pass from 
the lowest W-translate of 2 to the highest. Both phenomena lead to stronger 
conclusions. 
6. ASYMPTOTICS AND rI-HOMOLOGY 
One ingredient of the proof of Theorem 2.13 is still missing, namely a link 
between the asymptotic behavior of matrix coefficients and n-homology. 
Such a link is provided by results of Milic~6 [26], which I shall now recall, 
in a version appropriate to their application in this paper. 
Throughout he present section n designates an irreducible, admissible 
representation of G on a Banach space V, and V 0 the space of K-finite 
vectors in V. Once and for all, I choose bases {vi} of V 0 and {u*} of the K- 
finite dual (V'*)0. The functions 
f, j(g) = n(g) vj) (6.1) 
are K-finite matrix coefficients of zr, in the sense of (2.12). I let a o denote the 
lowest restricted Weyl chamber in % (cf. (3.8)), and A-  = exp a o its image 
in the connected subgroup A c G which corresponds to the subalgebra 
a 0 c go ; then 
 =KA-K (6.2) 
[15 ]. In particular, each f,.j is completely determined by the restriction to A- 
of finitely many among the f~. For every e > 0, 
ao(e)= {XE %1 (a,x} <-e ,  for all aC  ~+} (6.3) 
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is a translate of %,  whose closure lies in the interior of a o (¢~+ = set of 
positive restricted roots). 
As was shown by Harish-Chandra [14, 33], the matrix coefficients fij, 
restricted to A - ,  have asymptotic expansions 
fu(exp X) = ~ Pi,j,~(X) e <~'x>, X E a o , (6.4a) 
v~ e 
which converge uniformly and absolutely on no(e ), e > 0; ~e denotes a coun- 
table subset of a*, and each Pi,/,, is a polynomial function on a. One may as 
well assume that ~ consists of only those v C a* which appear with a 
nonzero coefficient pi,j,~ in the expansion of some fu" In this case, there 
exists a finite subset 
{Vl ..... vt} c if, (6.4b) 
such that vC~ e can be expressed as vi+A, .4 being a sum of positive 
restricted roots. The unique minimal subset with this property is called the 
set of leading exponents. 
(6.5) Observation. If the K-finite matrix coefficients of zr vanish at 
infinity, every leading exponent must assume strictly negative values on the 
closure of a o (except, of course, at 0). 
This follows from the definition of leading exponent. The converse of 
(6.5) can also be proven, but will not be needed here; it depends on the more 
delicate behavior of the asymptotic expansion near the boundary of a o . 
It should be recalled that a acts on the n-homology groups of V 0. By 
definition, v E a* is a lowest homology exponent 9 if 
(a) the v-eigenspace of a on H0(n, 110) is nonzero, and 
(b )  v cannot be expressed as Zt + A, for some # C a* which also has 
property (a), and A equal to a nonzero sum of positive restricted roots. 
(6.6) THEOREM (Casselman, Milic~6). The set of leading exponents 
coincides with the set of lowest homology exponents. 
The fact that every leading exponent is also a lowest homology exponent 
can be deduced quite directly from (6.4), as was pointed out by Casselman. 
The opposite containment, which is the part of the theorem that I shall use, 
is due to Mili~i6. As stated above, the theorem appears only implicitly in 
[26]. To make the transition to Mili6i6's formulation of this result 
9 The definition takes into account only the a-action on H0(n, V0), For esthetic reasons, one 
might want to consider also the action on the higher homology groups, but because of (4.5) 
and the resuls of §5 this would not affect he definition. 
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(Theorem 1 of [26]), one may appeal to Casselman's embedding theorem 
(the "Frobenius reciprocity theorem" of [8]), which is also quoted in [26], 
along with a brief indication of its proof. 
All the ingredients of the proof of Theorem 2.13 are now at hand.--Since 
n is irreducible, 2 acts on V 0 according to a character X~, the so-called 
infinitesimal character of 7r. Without less of generality, I may assume that F 
is also irreducible. As in (3.12), I let ). denote the highest weight ofF,  plus p. 
Thus Xa is the infinitesimal character of F (cf. (5.3)). 
(6.7) LEMMA (Wigner). 
Proof. 
and 
l f  x~ 4= Z-k, Hk(g, ~; Vo ® F) vanishes for all k. 
According to (5.2)-(5.4) and the comments below (5.2), 
dim Hk(r, Vo) < oo, 
H*(r, Vo)= ® H~(r, Vo)w., 
provided # E D* is chosen so that Z~ =Z, .  For any two one dimensional t)- 
modules C, ,  C~, on which [9 acts according to the linear functions/2, v, 
Ext{(C., C~) ~- Hk(I), C~-.)  ~- A kI)* if /2 : v, 
0 otherwise; 
the first identity is analogous to Lemma 3.6, the second can be verified by a 
direct computation in the appropriate cochain complex. In particular, two 
finite dimensional U(I))-modules cannot have nonzero U([9)-extension groups 
unless they have a composition factor in common. Because of (3.20), one 
may conclude: 
Ext~(M v, V0) 4:0 only if v = w/2, 
for some w E W. The assertion of the lemma now follows from (3.3), (3.6) 
and (3.16). 
Because of Wigner's lemma, I may ad shall assume that n has 
infinitesimal character X-a. Then _~ acts on (V*)0 according to the dual 
character, namely Za. By definition, Vt0 "1 is a submodule of (V*)o, so 
acts on Vfo "~ according to Za. (6.8) 
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After the usual shift by p, every highest weight in H°(n, Vf0 ~1) contributes to 
the decomposition (5.2) of 
hence 
/-/°(r, G "]) _~ H°(r • m,/_/o(., G.])); 
Ho(n, Vt0"l)T = 0, unless r = r(w2), 
with w2- -p  ~ L~ + (cf. (5.4) and the discussion which precedes (5.10)). 
(6.9) 
(6.10) LEMMA. If the K-finite matrix coefficients of z~ vanish at infinity, 
H°(n, G"l)~(w~)= 0 
whenever l(w) < rkG/K. 
Proof. According to (4.6), 
I - I°(. ,  v~"J)T(w~) ~ o 
implies that p - o92 occurs as a lowest weight in H°(n, V0). In other words, 
the restriction o fp  - w2 to a 0 can be expressed as v + A, where A is a sum of 
positive restricted roots and v a lowest homology exponent--or equivalently, 
a leading exponent. Since v assumes trictly negative values on the closure of 
%,  except at zero, so does p - w2, and hence also 
2 -- w2 = (p -- w2) + (2 --p);  
indeed, as an integral, dominant weight, 2 -p  is nonpositive on %.  If 
2 - w2 is written as a linear combination of simple roots, all those simple 
roots which restrict nontrivially to a 0 must occur with a strictly negative 
coefficient. In particular, 2 - w2 is not a linear combination of less than r 
simple roots, with r = dim a 0 = rkG/K. I now express w as a product of 
reflections i about simple roots a~: 
w = s l s2 . "  st ,  ! = l (w).  
In this situation, w2 differs from 2 by a linear combination of the az; thus 
l(w) >/rkG/K, as was to be shown. 
According to (6.8)--(6.10), the module ~,1 satisfies the hypotheses of 
Theorem 5.10, with k 0 = rkG/K. One may conclude that H~(rt, Vto ~j) vanishes 
for k > dim n - rkG/K; equivalently, 
Hk(n, V0) = 0, if k > dim n - rkG/K 
(cf. (4.6)). This, coupled with Proposition 3.2, proves Theorem 2.13. 
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APPENDIX  
For the convenience of the reader, I shall present a shortened proof of the 
Casselman-Osborne l mma (Lemma 5.4). The ideas which it incorporates 
are due to several people, and I shall not attempt o assign credit.--As a 
nilpotent Lie algebra, r is urlimodular; hence 
Hk(r, N) ~ H,_k(r, N) (~ A"r* 
(cf. (3.25)). Since t1 acts on /~n r* according to the linear function -2p, 
Hh(r, N)~ ~- H,_  k(r, N)v, (A.1) 
if one defines Hi(r, N)~ as the generalized (v +p)-eigenspace of b. Thus 
Lemma 5.4 is directly equivalent to the analogous statement about r- 
homology. 
At this point it becomes necessary to recall the definition of the Harish- 
Chandra isomorphism between 3" and 
I = algebra of W-invariants in S(b) 
(S(b)=symmetric algebra of b). As a consequence of 
car6-Birkhoff Witt theorem, the subspace 
u(o) ® ru(g) c u(g) 
(A.2) 
the Poin- 
contains the centralizer of D in U(b), and hence in particular the center _g'. 
The projection onto the summand U(b) determines an algebra 
homomorphism 
(A.3) 70: -~ -, s(~) = u(~). 
In the following, I shall tacitly identify S(b) with the algebra of polynomial 
functions on t~*; (X, v), with XE  S([) and v G I)*, will denote the value of 
the polynomial X at the point v. Let 
7,: s(b) ~ s(~) 
be the automorphism such that 
(?,(X), v) = (X, v -p ) ,  for 
Then 70 takes values in 7~-1(I), and 
7=71 • 7o: 2 ~ I ;  
v E b*. (A.4) 
(A.5) 
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moreover, for every Z C-$', 
zu(Z) = (7(Z), ¢t) (A.6) 
(Harish-Chandra [ 12]). 
Whenever N is a U(g)-module, _$" operates on the chain complex B ®/~ r, 
by multiplication on the first factor. This operation commutes with the 
boundary homomorphism, and thus induces an operation of 2 on the r- 
homology groups of N. I shall show: 
the action of any Z E -g" on H~(r, N) 
coincides with the action of ~0(Z), (A.7) 
which operates via the I~-action on Hk(r, N). 
The proof proceeds by induction on k. For k = 0, H0(r, N) ~ N/rN; in this 
particular case, (A.7) is simply a consequence of the definition of 7o(Z). To 
carry out the induction step, I express N as a quotient M/S of a free U(g)- 
module M. Because of the Poincar6-Birkhoff-Witt theorem, M is free also 
over U(r). Hence, for k ) 1, 
H (r, M) = 0, 
and this implies the exactness of 
O~ H,(r,N)~ Hk l(r, V)~ Hk_I(r,M). 
Both ~3 and 2 act functorially on the r-homology of every U(g)-module. To 
complete the verification of (A.7), one may appeal to the induction 
hypothesis and the "Five Lemma." 
I now suppose that 2 operates on the U(g)-mo~tule N via the character 
;g,. Then 7-1(X), for X~ L acts on Hk(r, iV) as multiplication by 
Xlt(~?-- '(X)) = (X, fl) = (~1 l(x),  ]./,l, p). 
According to (A.7), the same scalar represents the action 
70 • Y-l(X) = 71-1(X) •On the other hand, 
y;'(X)- (y~-l(X), v÷p). 1 
of 
operates nilpotently on the generalized (v +p)-eigenspace of t), i.e., on 
Hk(r, N)v. Conclusion: H~(r, N)v vanishes, unless every polynomial in y{l(I) 
assumes identical values at/~ ÷ p and v + p. This implies Lemma 5.4, since 
y~-l(I) separates the p-translates of the various W-orbits in I~*. 
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